“David Simon’s book is spectacularly important. He lets us see what these industries
don’t want us to see—the true cost we are paying for their products. And shows us the
steps we need to take to restore both our economic sanity and our health.”
—John Robbins, author of The Food Revolution and Diet for a New America

$414 BILLION REASONS
TO EAT LESS MEAT
“David Simon’s book is spectacularly important.”
—John Robbins, author of The Food Revolution and
Diet for a New America
“If you eat meat, you owe it to your body and your planet
to read this book.” —Rory Freedman, author of
Beg and co-author of the Skinny Bitch series
MEATONOMICS is the first book to fully explore and expose the rigged
economics of the American meat and dairy industries, and what this peculiar
system means for our health, the environment, and billions of farm animals.
The revelations are shocking.
For starters, Americans have lost the ability to decide for ourselves what—and
how much—to eat. Today those decisions are mostly made for us by big meat
and dairy producers, who control our consumption choices with artificiallylow prices, misleading messaging, and heavy influence over legislation and
regulation.
Written in a clear and accessible style, MEATONOMICS provides vital
insight into how the economics of animal food production influence spending,
eating, health, and longevity. The book also provides information on how to
save money, lose weight, boost health, protect animals and the planet from
abuse, and preserve rural communities in the United States and elsewhere.
About the Author: David Robinson Simon is a lawyer, writer, and animal
advocate. He received his B.A. from U.C. Berkeley and his J.D. from the
University of Southern California. He works as general counsel for a healthcare
company and lives in Southern California with his partner, artist Tania Marie,
and their rabbit, tortoise and two cats.
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